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We numerically study different forms of nanoscale gaseous domains on a model for rough surfaces. Our calculations based on the constrained lattice density functional theory show that the interconnectivity of pores surrounded by neighboring nanosticks, which model the surface roughness, leads to the formation of stable microscopic Cassie states. We investigate the dependence of the stability of the micro-Cassie states on substrate roughness, fluid-solid interaction, and chemical potential and then address the differences between the origin of the micro-Cassie states and that of surface nanobubbles within similar models. Finally, we show that the micro-Cassie states share some features with experimentally observed micropancakes at solid-water interfaces. © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4922905]

I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of surface nanoscale bubbles is considered to be surprising because of their long term stability.1–3 They live for hours, which could not be explained by classical nucleation theory (CNT).4–6 Several mechanisms, such as a dynamic equilibrium model,7–9 a contamination layer model,10–12 and a high density nanobubble model,13 were proposed to account for their stability. Meanwhile, it is understood that the interplay between contact line pinning and gas oversaturation of the liquid accounts for the surface nanobubble stability.14–18

In fact, surface nanobubbles are not the only gaseous state found on solid-liquid interfaces. In 2006, Zhang et al. experimentally found that another form of gaseous state exists, which is a quasi-two-dimensional, pancake-like gas layer at the aqueous interface of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG).19 The flat gas layers are of a thickness of 1–5 nm and a lateral size up to several micrometers.20 Because of their morphological characteristics the gas layers are often called “micropancakes.” Compared to surface nanobubbles, micropancakes show a relatively lower stability towards a decrease of the surface tension or to temperature changes. They have been observed on several crystalline substrates but not on octadecyltrimethylchlorosilane-coated silicon (OTSSI) and hydrophobilized gold surfaces.19 In some cases, surface nanobubbles were observed to sit on the top of the micropancakes, forming nanobubble-micropancake composites.19 Because of their unusual characteristics, which are very different from surface nanobubbles, the mechanism of micropancake stability presumably is different from that of surface nanobubbles.14–18 Various speculations on the origin of micropancake stability exist.13,19–31 including making contamination responsible32 or arguing that micropancakes simply correspond to a high gas density achieved by some sort of condensate.13,22,24,25 However, no consensus has been reached and none of the assumptions seems to be consistent with all experimental observations, perhaps because there may be different sorts of micropancakes.

On macroscopic scale, it is well known that a structured hydrophobic substrate (i.e., a superhydrophobic substrate) in contact with water can stay either in a Cassie state (gaseous pockets are trapped inside the substrate roughness) or in a Wenzel state (water wets the roughness), strongly depending on the surface structures across macroscopic and microscopic scales. In analogy, we expect that a stable form of nanoscale gaseous domains at the solid-liquid interface is also closely related to the features of surface structures even down to very small scales, and the stable form may undergo a transition from one to another state in response to the change of surface features.

In this work, we use the constrained lattice density functional theory (CLDFT)6,32–40 to investigate possible gaseous states stabilized by different substrate roughness, focusing on their stability. The system is found to be either in a micro-Cassie state or in a micro-Wenzel state, and we will work out the phase space when the gaseous states are in the respective forms.

II. MODEL AND METHODS

In LDFT, the grand potential can be expressed as

\[
\Omega = k_B T \sum_i \left[ \rho_i \ln \rho_i + (1 - \rho_i) \ln (1 - \rho_i) \right] - \frac{\varepsilon_{ff}}{2} \sum_i \sum_a \rho_i \rho_{i+a} + \sum_i \rho_i (\varphi_i - \mu),
\]

where \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is the absolute temperature, \( \rho_i \) is the local density at site \( i \), \( \varepsilon_{ff} \) and \( \varepsilon_{gf} \) are the fluid-fluid interaction strength and that for solid-fluid, respectively, and \( \varphi_i \) represents the sum of fluid-solid interaction (\( \varepsilon_{gf} \)) exerted on site
At a constant chemical potential, the density distribution at equilibrium (i.e., at a stable or metastable state) can be obtained by solving $\frac{\partial \Omega'}{\partial \rho_i} = 0$.

The constrained LDFT is a new method which introduces a functional $\chi_i$ defined as $\chi_i = \begin{cases} 0, & \rho_i < 0.5 \\ 1, & \rho_i > 0.5 \end{cases}$ to distinguish the liquid phase from vapor phase. The constraint on the volume of droplets/bubbles reads

$$\Omega' = k [N_L^0 - N_L]$$

in which $\kappa$ is the Lagrange multiplier, $N_L^0$ is the given volume, and $N_L = \sum_i \chi_i$. The constrained grand potential is defined as

$$\Omega^C = \Omega + \Omega' = k_B T \sum_i [\rho_i \ln \rho_i + (1 - \rho_i) \ln (1 - \rho_i)]$$

$$- \frac{\varepsilon_{ff}}{2} \sum_i \sum_a \rho_i \varphi_i a + \sum_i \rho_i (\varphi_i - \mu)$$

$$+ \kappa \left[ N_L^0 - \sum_i \chi_i \right].$$

Through solving the equations $\frac{\partial \Omega^C}{\partial \rho_i} = 0$ and $\frac{\partial \Omega^C}{\partial \kappa} = 0$, the local density $\rho_i$ is obtained as

$$\rho_i = \frac{1}{1 + \exp \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{ff} \sum_a \rho_i a - \varphi_i + \mu + \kappa \sum_i \chi_i}{\sigma} \right)} \forall i.$$ 

Finally, the local density $\rho_i$ and the Lagrange multiplier $\kappa$ can be obtained by an iteration algorithm.

The size of the simulation box that we chose is 70 x 70 x 70 in lattice unit. Periodic boundaries conditions were employed in $x$- and $y$-directions, while a mirror boundary condition was used in $z$-direction. The substrate was at the bottom of the box normal to the $z$-direction. In our simulations, the substrate was covered with a number of posts, in order to represent a surface with same nanoscale roughness. In order to characterize and quantify the morphology of the substrate, we used the ratio of the area covered by posts to the total area. Unless differently specified, the posts were of size 1 x 1 and height 5, and $\varepsilon_{sf}$ and $\varepsilon_{ff}$ were set, respectively, to 1.0 and 0.3, implying that the substrate was hydrophobic. We realize that the aspect ratio height/width of the post is much larger than realistic morphology would be, but the aim of the study is to show possible phenomena rather than aiming at quantitative agreement with experiments.

In our work, we used reduced units. The reduced temperature $T^*$ and the chemical potential $\mu^*$ are defined as $T^* = k_B T / \varepsilon_{ff}$ and $\mu^* = \mu / \varepsilon_{ff}$, respectively, in which $\varepsilon_{ff}$ is the fluid-fluid interaction strength. The reduced distance is defined as $r^* = r / \sigma$ with $\sigma$ the lattice spacing. Hereafter, the superscript asterisk was omitted to simplify the description. Except that several simulations were performed at $T = 1.0$ to confirm our main results, for all simulation results presented here the temperature was set to $T = 0.8$.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### A. Stability mechanism of micro-Cassie states

In our simulations, we first constructed a substrate with a number of randomly placed posts to represent the surface with nanoscale roughness [Fig. 1(b)]. We set the ratio of the area covered by the posts to the total area of the substrate to be 0.06 (see Fig. 1), i.e., 6% of the solid surface was covered by posts. For the simple cubic lattice gas, the chemical potential for vapor-liquid coexistence is at $\mu_C = -3.000$. Hence, in most cases, we used $\mu = -3.025$ to represent a gas supersaturated environment, as required experimentally to observe micropancakes. Figure 1(a) shows the grand energy $\Omega$ as a function of the vapor volume. We can observe a local minimum in the system’s free energy. The corresponding state is a thermodynamically metastable state. The morphology of the metastable state shown in Fig. 1(c) surprisingly corresponds to a flat gaseous layer with the same height as the posts, reminiscent to same feature of micropancakes observed experimentally. The gaseous state will be called micro-Cassie state hereafter.

Clearly, the nanoscale posts play an important role in stabilizing the new gaseous state. Under the same conditions, we built a series of substrates [see Fig. 2] to probe the stability mechanism of the micro-Cassie states. The substrates have 4 [Fig. 2(a)], 16 [Fig. 2(b)], 121 [Fig. 2(c)] regularly arranged posts, respectively, with a post spacing of to 4 and a post height of 7. The simulation revealed that micro-Cassie states would not be reproduced by the substrates with 4 and 16 posts. However, when the number of posts increased to 25 or more, stable flat gaseous layers were observed [Fig. 2(g)]. The morphology of the state that forms on the substrate with 121 posts is shown in Fig. 2(f).

Fig. 2(g) shows a size effect for the stability of the pancake-like micro-Cassie state. The larger gas pancakes are stabilized cooperatively by a larger number of posts, while these smaller gaseous layers can not live alone. The size dependent stability of the micro-Cassie states originates from the different fraction of gas pieces formed by neighboring posts on the boundary region, which shows less stability.

![Figure 1](image-url)
inter-connected pores, the collective behavior of gaseous state is stabilized cooperatively by the posts. In general, our results show that the size of the rugged surface plays an important role in the transition between Wenzel and Cassie state. We find that for substrates having a number of posts that form inter-connected pores, the collective behavior of gaseous state in neighboring pores makes the existence of the Cassie state possible. Hence, we notice that the finite size effect may exist for the Wenzel to Cassie state transition for substrates having interconnected pores.45–47

Note that micro-Cassie states considered in this work are of a size of at most 100 nm. This is because it is hard to investigate a micron-sized system by constrained LDFT based on all molecular details. However, we explicitly considered finite size effects in this work [Fig. 2(g)] and the present results could have been extended to the micrometer scale if computational time and storage capacity had allowed.

B. Occurrence of stable micro-Cassie states

We now investigated the morphology and stability of micro-Cassie states under different conditions. It is found that the post height and spacing, the interaction strength between solid and fluid, and the chemical potential, i.e., the supersaturation here, play important roles in affecting the stability and morphology of the micro-Cassie states.

First, we studied the effect of different substrate structures on the morphology and stability of the micro-Cassie states. A post array of 10×10 with a spacing of 4 was considered, and we set ε_p = 0.3 and µ = −3.025. We increased gradually the post height from 3 to 7, and the corresponding grand energy as a function of gaseous layer volume is shown in Fig. 3(a). For the posts with a height of 3, the local minimum vanishes and the micro-Cassie state becomes unstable. However, a local minimum appears as the post height increases further and thus stable micro-Cassie states are observed.

Then, the height of the posts is fixed at 7 while increasing the post spacing from 3 to 7. The resulting change of grand energy as a function of gaseous layer volume is shown as Fig. 4(j), showing that increasing post spacing reduces the stability of the Cassie state, which reaches the limit of stability.

To simplify the description, the gas pancake can be approximated as a quasi-two-dimensional gas layer. When a gas pancake is formed on the patterned substrate, there are two contributions to the change in the energy of the system. As a result of replacing liquid layer with gas layer, the surface energy under supersaturated environment decreases because the energy per unit area of gas layer is lower than that for the liquid layer. On the other hand, there exists a quasi-one-dimensional contact line for the gas pancake at the boundary region, and the line energy increases upon creating the new contact line. As the number of posts, N_p, increases, the change of surface energy decreases linearly with N_p, whereas the line energy increases approximately with N_p^{1/2}. Therefore, the total energy at first increases with increasing N_p before reaching a maximum value at a critical value of N_{p,c}, and then decreases.

From above discussion, the size dependent stability of the micro-Cassie states can be interpreted as follows. For the substrate with a small size roughness (N_p < N_{p,c}), the state is in the Wenzel state [Fig. 2(g)] because the small number of posts alone cannot stabilize the gaseous state. In the case of N_p < N_{p,c}, it is the line energy that dominates the grand potential. For the substrate with N_p > N_{p,c}, the surface energy dominates the grand potential, and therefore a micro-Cassie state is stabilized cooperatively by the posts. In general, our results show that the size of the rugged surface plays an important role in the transition between Wenzel and Cassie state. We find that for substrates having a number of posts that form inter-connected pores, the collective behavior of gaseous state in neighboring pores makes the existence of the Cassie state

FIG. 2. The size effect of substrate roughness. The substrate has 4 (a), 16 (b), and 121 posts (c) with a height of 7 and a post spacing of 4. The corresponding states formed on substrate ((a)-(c)) are shown in ((d)-(f)), respectively. (g) indicates the transition from the Wenzel state to the Cassie state as a function of the size of substrate roughness.

FIG. 3. (a) Grand potential difference as a function of the volume of gaseous layer. The post height ranges from 3 to 7 for a post spacing of 4. (b) A typical substrate having posts with a height of 5 and (c) the metastable micropancake formed on the substrate. In above figures, the post spacing was fixed to 4, and the zone coating with posts occupies an area of 40×40.
when the post spacing is equal to 6. For the same reason, with increasing the post spacing, the boundary region of the Cassie state with less neighboring posts will collapse, and accordingly the cube-like Cassie state will turn into a shape with rounded boundary [see Fig. 4]. This also confirms our conclusion that the formation of Cassie states is promoted by the cooperative effect of the gas piece. This observation indicates that the higher and denser roughness (posts) contributes more favorably to the stability of micro-Cassie states.

Then, we investigate the effect of the attraction between solid and fluid and of the chemical potential. In our simulations, the substrates were decorated with posts of height of 7 and spacing being range from 2 to 7, and \( \varepsilon_{sf} \) ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 and \( \mu \) from \(-3.035\) to \(-3.005\) were considered.
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FIG. 6. (a) A typical substrate having a post spacing of 3 in the boundary region and a post spacing of 5 in the central region. (b) The phase diagram of the appearance of Cassie states and nanobubbles in the plane of boundary post spacing and central post spacing. In above figures, the height of posts was set to 7.

FIG. 7. (a) Grand potential difference as a function of the volume of gaseous layer formed on substrates having posts of different heights in the boundary and central regions. The post spacing ranged from 3 to 7. (b) shows a typical substrate coating with boundary posts of a height 9 and central posts of a height 7. (c) and (d) show the typical morphology for a nanobubble and a Cassie state indicated in figure (a). In figures ((b)-(d)), the post spacing was set to 4.

FIG. 8. ((a)-(c)) Substrates decorated with two types of posts having different heights of 7 and 3 in a region of 40×40, and area ratio for the posts was set to (a) 0.2, (b) 0.4, and (c) 0.8, respectively. Corresponding metastable Cassie states or nanobubbles formed on substrates ((a)-(c)) are given in ((d)-(f)). The density profiles are given in ((g)-(i)).
Two-phase diagrams in the $e_{sf}$-spacing plane and in the $\mu$-spacing plane are constructed and shown in Fig. 5, indicating the scopes in which stable micro-Cassie states appear. When $e_{sf}$ or $\mu$ is sufficiently low, the liquid-to-gas phase transition occurs (see Fig. 5).

C. Different origins for micro-Cassie states and nanobubbles

Surface nanobubble stability originates from the interplay between contact line pinning\textsuperscript{14–18} that is induced by the physics roughness or chemical heterogeneity and gas oversaturation.\textsuperscript{14–18} The roughness was represented by pillars in the numerical work of Refs. 14–16, which, together with the gas oversaturation, led to stable surface nanobubbles. In the related numerical models of this present work, the physical roughness is modeled in a similar way and it is the prerequisite for stable micro-Cassie states, again together with the gas oversaturation. Thus, the question arises: what is the difference between the two types of roughness that induce respectively nanobubbles and micro-Cassie states? Our above simulations show that when the spacing of posts ranges from 4 to 6, the micro-Cassie state can live [see Fig. 4(j)]. Further, we intensified the boundary effect by decreasing the spacing of posts ($S = 1–4$) located in the boundary region as shown in Fig. 6(a) under the conditions of $e_{sf} = 0.3$ and $\mu = -3.025$. The phase diagram [see Fig. 6(b)] indicates that the micro-Cassie states would turn to nanobubbles if we decrease the spacing of posts in the boundary region. It seems more beneficial to the nanobubble formation when the substrate owns denser posts in the boundary and sparser ones in the central region.

In general, our simulations demonstrate that if the nanoscale roughness in the boundary region is sufficiently dense and the surface roughness inside the central area is sparse, the boundary effect produces a strong pinning effect and nanobubbles form more easily. On the other hand, if the roughness inside strengthens while the boundary effect becomes weakened, the Cassie state will form instead. Therefore, it is the competition between roughness near the boundary region and that inside the central region that determines the appearance of the different gaseous states.

D. The effect of substrates with different types of roughness

In order to mimic the solid surfaces with roughness of different heights, we constructed substrates having two types of posts with a height of 3 and 7, respectively. Different posts were chosen randomly and placed regularly on a region of the substrate that has a area of $40 \times 40$ (see Fig. 8), with a

In order to further support our conclusion, we also build a series of substrates with the same post spacing from 3 to 7, but the post height are 9 and 7, respectively, in boundary and central region, as shown in Fig. 7(b). In this case, the calculated grand energy as a function of the gas volume shows two local minima that represent, respectively, the metastable nanobubble and the Cassie state [see Fig. 7(a)]. The local minimum for nanobubble is deeper than that for the Cassie state, indicating that the nanobubble is more stable because taller boundary posts provide a strong pinning effect that contributes to the formation of nanobubbles.
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**FIG. 9.** The phase diagram for interfacial states in the plane of post spacing and the areal ratio for the posts having a height of 7.

**FIG. 10.** ((a) and (b)) The substrate (a) and the corresponding gaseous structure formed (b). The substrate was constructed initially with regularly arranged posts with a height of 5 and a spacing of 4, followed by 20% of the posts being randomly chosen and removed. ((c) and (d)) The substrate (c) and the corresponding gaseous state formed (d). The substrate (c) was modified from substrate (a) for which several higher posts with a height of 10 were added. ((e) and (f)) The substrate decorated with a ring of boundary posts (e) and the corresponding gaseous state formed (f). ((g) and (h)) The substrate (g) and the corresponding interfacial state (h). The substrate (g) was obtained via adding several higher posts with a height 7 inside the central region of the substrate (e), and (h) indicates the disappearance of the nanobubble. In figures ((a)-(d)), we chose $e_{sf} = 0.3$ and $\mu = -3.025$, and the area occupied by posts is $40 \times 40$. Whereas in figures ((e)-(h)), we chose $e_{sf} = 0.5$ and $\mu = -3.025$, and the ring-like boundary is of a height of 3 and a radius of 20.
The size of the posts has an effect on the Cassie-state stability. (a) Grand potential difference as a function of the volume of gaseous layer. The height of the posts is 7 and the post size is $3 \times 3$. The number of posts with the case of spacing being 7 and 8 is 25 and the others is 16. The obtained snapshots show that micro-Cassie states are stable for the substrates with a post spacing of 8 ((c) and (f)), 10 ((d) and (g)) and become unstable at 12 ((e) and (h)). (b) The transition from the Cassie to the Wenzel state as the post spacing increases. (i) The phase diagram for the interfacial states in the plane of post spacing and the size of the posts.

Post spacing of 4. Again, we set $\varepsilon_{sf} = 0.3$ and $\mu = -3.025$. We changed the ratio of these two types to find out its effect on the morphology and stability of micro-Cassie states under different conditions. From the Fig. 8, we can find that as the fraction of height 7 posts decreases from 0.8 to 0.2, the Cassie state becomes increasingly unstable. The boundary of the micro-Cassie state will collapse and become irregular. Moreover, when the fraction decreases to 0.2, the centre of the micro-Cassie state will grow and exceed the height of taller posts and in this case, the Cassie state transforms to a nanobubble. In this case, it is the boundary effect that becomes the dominating factor and thus induces nanobubbles.

Our above simulations indicate the essential role of taller posting in stabilizing micro-Cassie states. To identify the effect of shorter ones, we removed the shorter posts from the substrates in the case of the fraction of taller post equal to 0.5, and neither the micro-Cassie state nor nanobubble was found. This observation shows that although the taller posts play the key factor, the shorter ones also have a significant effect on stabilizing micro-Cassie states. There exists a complicated cooperative effect between taller and shorter posts, both of which together stabilize the Cassie state.

The stability phase diagram is shown in Fig. 9. The same conclusion can be obtained from that figure, that is, increasing spacing leads to a weakened stability of the micro-Cassie states. In our simulations, we also find the existence of nanobubbles. For example, we find that sparsely distributed higher posts would weaken the stability of micro-Cassie states and results in the formation of nanobubbles, as shown in Fig. 8(g).

Therefore, we constructed several special substrates [see Fig. 10] to confirm this point. We put a few of the higher
posts into the initial substrates shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(e) randomly, and the new substrates are shown in Figs. 10(c) and 10(g), respectively. The results indicate that a few higher posts that mismatch the shape of micro-Cassie states and nanobubbles weaken the stability of the gaseous states and lead to the state change or disappearance. For the micro-Cassie state [Fig. 10(b)], the addition of taller posts turns the Cassie state into nanobubble [Fig. 10(d)]. While for nanobubbles [Fig. 10(f)], introduction of a few higher posts protruding above the nanobubble would induce the disappearance of nanobubbles [Fig. 10(h)]. In general, the presence of roughness that mismatches with micro-Cassie states tends to weaken the stability of the gaseous state and inhibit its formation.

We finally show that the micro-Cassie states can be stabilized by sparser but larger substrate roughness (Fig. 11). When we increased the post size from 1 × 1 to 3 × 3, a larger post spacing required for stable micro-Cassie states is found, namely, a sparser roughness is needed, as indicated by Figs. 11(a)–11(h). Then, we systematically changed the post size and post spacing, and the corresponding phase diagram for the stability of different wetting states is obtained [see Fig. 11(i)]. Again, the figure shows that the roughness of the substrate plays the key of the stability of the micro-Cassie states. Furthermore, it also indicates that the maximum post spacing required for stable micro-Cassie states increases with the post size. In other words, the micro-Cassie states can be stabilized by sparser and less peaky roughness.

E. Similarity between micro-Cassie states and micropancakes

Our simulation results on the micro-Cassie states show some similar features to the micropancakes observed experimentally, i.e., flat and pancake-shaped gaseous layers with a larger size than nanobubbles as well as supersaturated environment required. With the stability mechanism proposed above, some behaviors of micropancakes obtained from experimental observations, such as lateral diffusion of micropancakes and the formation of nanobubble-micropancake composite, can be reproduced from the micro-Cassie states investigated in this work. The lateral diffusion is one of the particular characteristics of micropancakes. Experiments demonstrate that small micropancakes can spread and combine together to form larger ones. Here, we built a substrate having two post arrays, which are connected with a neck having sparse posts [see Fig. 12(a)]. The height of posts was 7, and $\varepsilon_{gf}$ and $\mu$ were set to 0.3 and -3.025, respectively. The grand energy as a function of gas volume shows two local minimum [see Fig. 12(b)]. From the morphology of the metastable states [Figs. 12(c) and 12(d)], we can find that along with the gas volume increases, the micro-Cassie state can live in one array and then spread to the other. In particular, both of them are stable.

Another particular characteristic of micropancakes is the composite structure comprising nanobubble sitting on a micropancake. In our opinion, the formation of nanobubbles and micro-Cassie states needs to obey different requirements for substrate roughness in the boundary region and in the central region. Hence, we design a substrate structure with 3 types of roughness. A perforated circle-shape roughness with a radius of 20 is introduced to act as the boundary region that induces the pinning effect to stabilize a nanobubble. Then, some posts were randomly introduced mainly in a particular region to stabilize micro-Cassie states [Fig. 13(b)]. The post density in the denser region (outside the boundary), in the particular boundary region, and in sparser region (inside the boundary) is 0.1, 0.8, and 0.02, respectively [see Fig. 13(b)]. Fig. 13(a) shows the grand potential as a function of gas volume. The morphology for the state with the local free energy minimum corresponds to the composite of nanobubble and micro-Cassie state [see Fig. 13(c)], analogous to the nanobubble-micropancake composite observed experimentally.
The observation from the simulations is that the presence of roughness that mismatches with the height of micro-Cassie states tends to weaken the stability of the gaseous state and inhibits its formation. This might be put into the context of experimental observations that micropancakes can only be produced on HOPG and glassy carbon, but not on amorphous carbon. HOPG is of controllable roughness on atomically flat surfaces, while the amorphous carbon has uncontrollable roughness.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our model calculations with the CLDFT show that small and individual micro-Cassie state surrounded by the model surface roughness of a few posts can live alone. However, the collective interaction with their neighbors induces the formation of larger stable Cassie states, which is enhanced by the taller and denser posts and the regular distribution of post height but is inhibited by the roughness that mismatches with the height of the gaseous domains. Our simulations also demonstrate that if the nanoscale roughness in the boundary region is sufficiently denser and the surface roughness inside the central area is relatively sparser, the boundary effect produces a strong pinning effect and surface nanobubbles form more easily. On the other hand, if the roughness inside strengthens while the boundary effect becomes weakened, micro-Cassie states form instead.
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